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Relevance

Everybody is already familiar with 

dangers of security issues. They are 

already spoken about too often

Most modern hosting providers should 

implement many security features and 

functions, which are hard to implement 

and direct

Often they run into constant issues 

such as fines, government regulations 

and other compliance problems



Main Benefits

Being a step ahead of your competitors

Gain additional Revenue Per User because of a useful new service

Gain additional trust from your subscribers, improve your reputation and 

prestige

Prevent issues with clients and regulatory bodies (lawsuits, fines, reputation 

losses), like:

Shutting down a 

whole datacenter 

because of massive 

DDoS attack

Blocking a provider’s 

IP-address range 

because of some 

clients become part 

of a botnet

Legal issues due to 

regulatory requirements 

violation (those, which 

a provider is 

responsible for) 

Providing best-in-class security service means:



How it works?
There are number of security modules
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The client is able to activate/deactivate needed module sets at any time. Thus effectively 

allowing customers to build optimal vsecurity solutions. Customers pay a subscription fee 

only for services used and receive comprehensive reports showing module usage and 

efficiency
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Customers have a unified management 

console allowing subscription 

management which also is capable of 

producing comprehensive reports
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Management console screenshot example



Architecture



Business model

The Hosting Provider can receive a subscription fee, paying for common service or the Provider 

can gain an agent fee from each subscription that is sold (different fee calculation methods are 

available: time of usage, subscription volume, technical characteristics) - this option can be used 

as a trial period. The Hosting Provider’s role is to just deliver our security services

The Hosting Provider’s role is to maintain all management functions of our security services 

(including customer’s account) and to implement total billing and platform integration. You can 

install our solution directly into your platform
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Advantages

Billing and customer account integration

Easy installation, integration and usage

Centralized multi tenancy support (flexible - fully depend on client’s requirements)

Full set of security tools (not only malware protection)

Subscription efficiency evaluation (comprehensive report). Security proof (using 

BAS techniques)

Use-as-you-grow + Pay-as-you-go

Zero impact on performance

Trial period and flexible business models

Security assessments for all required regulatory compliances


